
LETTER FROM NEW YORK
By JULIA CROWE

Manhattan School of Mttsic student ly'illco Ancireas Guann perjorming In duet usith Roland Dgens.

FRENCH GUITAR maestro Roland Dyens lead a
masterclass at the Manhattan School of Music.
graciously presented by guitar department co-

chair David Leisner, who acknowledged the Neu-

York Guitar Festival for bringing Mr. Dyens to Neu'
York. The four students who performed inciuded
Joshua Bavaro, performing Mettz' TaranteLle.
Opus 72, l/o. 6; Soichi Muraji, who performed
Jobim's Feltcidade (arr. by Dyens); Kai Watanabe,
who performed Dyens' Saurfade l/o. 3 Jor Guitar
and Nilko Andreas Guarin, who performed Dyens'
Tango en SkatJor Guitctr. Dyens marshaled himself
valiantly throughout the three hour class without
actually coughing a lung up onto the stage but
came seemingly close in moments, unfortunately
afflicted by the same bug making the rounds sSrm-

phonically among other class attendees. He was
still able to conduct each lesson in his character-
istic calm, attentive, reflective and gently humor-
ous style, offering students ways to bring out the
expressiveness of the music while paying attention
to the finer details of technical control.

Often, Dyens taught simply by playtng portions
of the piece to aurally clariff is points. Amon$
nuggets of advice he provided: 'Harmonics can be
a bit like winning the lottery, no?' He recom-
mended studying by placing markers. 'It is almost
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like something akin to Judeo-Christian guilt which
makes us say no, such a thing is forbidden" He

a-lso advised students to accept fingers as they are

nritten. as each finger delivers its own distinct
tone upon plucking. To make al analogr, he

described i-m-a fingers as Violins and a violoncel-
lo' ald the thumb as 'a cello'for their qualities of
attack. When asked by an audience member if
Dyens approaches the guitar differently between
his classical pieces versus his more iazz-inflect-
ed nleces. his answer was, 'No' it is the same for
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me - it is classical.' One highlight of the evening
had Dyens performing an entirely impromptu and
spectacular duet of Tango en SkatJor Guitar with
student Nilko Andreas Guarin to close.

The following day Dyens performed as part of the
New York Guitar Festival's fourth Guitar Marathon
at the g2nd Street Y, which, this year, featured an
all-Brazilian theme. The festival is comprised of a
three-hour long, derriere-numbing, no intermis-
sion afternoon set and an evening version of the
same. Just think of what few, if any, in the audi-
ence, probably sat that long all week to practice.
My only other criticism of the event is that the pro-
gramme booklet could use more succinct per-
former biographies and more programme material
in terms of documenting composers performed.
Emcee John Schaefer and some performers did
announce some of the pieces performed but dis-
tractions are aplenty among audience members
with low blood sugar levels, long larratory lines.
professional coughers, lozenge wrapper mstlers
and house ushers seating late arrivals.

The event was otherwise enjoyable, providing an
all-star line-up of Brazilian guitarists selected in
part by co-presenters Sergio and Odair Assad.
(Pardon the Chomskyian aside here: the fashion-
able word these days is curcttor.I have huge issues
with the semantics of this word when it is applied
to live music performances. Inevitably, it conjures
James Thurber-like images of performers dangling
from museum hooks in a gallery to be regarcled in
a specimen-like fashion. I find that word takes the
life out of live performance and turns it into an
event with museum-like acquisition. And the
funny thing is, the word conveys material posses-
sion of an act, which by nature, is ephemeral. play
music live and sound waves disappear into thin
air. Live music cannot be possessed. So whatever
happened to the good-old fashioned terrn presenter
beats me.)

Badi Assad opened both the aflernoon ald
evening sessions with the sheer joy of singing and
playing her own music, delighting and dazzling the
audience with her own brand of Bobby McFerrin-
style body percussion. She amused with the sweet
lullabye written for her new baby daughter Sofia,
who was taking it all in by monitor backstage.
Sergio and Odair Assad followed Badi, performing
Villa-Lobos Choros l[o. 5 with their customary per-
fection and musicality in the afternoon set. In the
evening set, they performed a fascinating piece
with an almost country-western flavour followed
by another in honour of their Lebanese descent
which was both show-stopping and evocative.
Unfortunately, I missed the piece titles due to an
usher jabbing my elbowwith his flashlight in order
to check my aisle letter on behalf of a lost patron.
The Assads also announced to the audience that
the 92nd Street Y had been the venue of their first-
ever performance in New York, many years ago.

Fabio Zanon appeared in the afternoon set to
play Villa-Lobos' Choros Llo. I followed by a moving
Etude l/o. -l l. His best pieces were studils number
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Four and Sx by Francisco Mignone. Brazilian
avalt-garde modern composer Arthur Kampela
took to the stage in red plaid pants, a natty grey
vest and dark jacket to play his percussion studies
One and Truo and Peratssion Studg Four on viola
aka Exoskeleton - pieces which incorporate a com-
mon breakfast spoon and a coiled spring to coax
new sounds from and perceptions of the guitar.
Romero Lubambo performed dazzlingly Br aziliart
jazz with infectious happiness radiating through
every note. At one point he was joined by his wife,
singer Pamela Driggs, to lend her strong, melodic
voices to a couple of songs, including one piece
written by one of Celso Machado's brothers which
translates memorably to 'Onion Perfume' as its
title. Driggs explained that the \rics were to the
effect that 'one knows if a kiss is true when it has
the aroma of onions to it.'

The new performers for the evening set included
Vinicius Cantudria, exchanging his electric for an
acoustic guitar to sing a couple of his original
songs. u,'hose titles could not be heard well from
the stage. Allison Carvalho made her debut
onstage. performing original, very classical guitar
style Brazilian music, accompanied by percussion
from Thiago de Mello and Jonathan Singer. Thiago
de Mello played amazingly with one broken arm in
a sling, joking from the stage that Jonathan Singer
made up for his left arm.

Dyens took the audience's breath away with his
arrangement of a Baden Powell work, followed by
the debut of his own new work which sounded like
'Gem-bay,' (again, no programming material was
written on paper). The piece incorporated percus-
sion, as it was written in honour of Dyens' 20 year
old son, who is a dmmmer.

Memphis native double bass player Stephan
Crump and his jazz tiro of Liberty Ellman and
Jamie Fox performed a lovely, resonant piece enti-
tled Perrtambuco, commissioned by the New york
Guitar Festival for this eveninq's debut. Crumn
explained how his inspiration foi tne piece derived
from the musical qualities and elements ascribed
to this wood, which is indigenous to Brazil.

Last but not least. noin the afternoon and
evening sessions of the festival ended with twenty_
something year old Brazilian guitar sensation
Yamandu Costa. With the unassuming appear-
ance of a Valentine's Day cupid, his performance
style practically has him levitating around the gui-
tar with tour-de-Jorce, Tasmanian Devil style
Inoneg Tunes eners/ on an Egberto Gismonti. put
down this rnagazine and go to youtube right now.

As an additional treat, the Assad Brothers closed
each concert session with an impromptu Brazilian
s[rle jam which, in the evening concert, included
Badi Assad, Romero Lubambo and Celso Machado
who gave the exhausted but delighted audience a
small taste of their upcoming U.S. Brazilian-
themed tour.

Overall, this was one of the most cohesive and
joyful Guitar Marathons the New york Guitar
Festival has seen yet.
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